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SPECIFICATION OF TOKENS 

Regular expressions are an important notation for specifying lexeme patterns. While they 
cannot express all possible patterns, they are very effective in specifying those types of 
patterns that we actually need for tokens. 

LEX the Lexical Analyzer generator 

Lex is a tool used to generate lexical analyzer, the input notation for the Lex tool 
is referred to as the Lex language and the tool itself is the Lex compiler. Behind the 
scenes, the Lex compiler transforms the input  patterns into a transition diagram and 
generates code, in a file called lex .yy .c, it is a c program given for C Compiler, gives the 
Object code. Here we need to know how to write the Lex language. The structure of the 
Lex program is given below. 

 
Structure of LEX Program : A Lex program has the following form: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The declarations section : includes declarations of variables, manifest constants 
(identifiers declared to stand for a constant, e.g., the name of a token), and regular 
definitions. It appears between %{. . .%} 

In the Translation rules section, We place Pattern Action pairs where each pair have 

the form Pattern {Action} 

The auxiliary function definitions section includes the definitions of functions used to 
install identifiers and numbers in the Symbol tale. 

LEX Program Example: 

%{ 

/* definitions of manifest constants LT,LE,EQ,NE,GT,GE, IF,THEN, ELSE,ID, NUMBER, 
RELOP */ 

%} 

/* regular definitions */ 
 

Declarations 

%% 

Translation rules 

%% 

Auxiliary functions definitions 
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delim 

ws 

 

{ 

[ \t\n] 

delim}+ 

letter  [A-Za-z] 

digit  [o-91 

id  {letter} ({letter} | {digit}) * 

number  {digit}+ (\ . {digit}+)? (E [+-I]?{digit}+)? 

%%   

{ws}  {/* no action and no return */} 

if  {return(1F) ; } 
 
 

then {return(THEN) ; } 

else {return(ELSE) ; } 

(id) {yylval = (int) installID(); return(1D);} 

(number) {yylval = (int) installNum() ; return(NUMBER) ; } 

‖ < ‖ {yylval = LT; return(REL0P) ; )} 

― <=‖ {yylval = LE; return(REL0P) ; } 

―=‖ {yylval = EQ ; return(REL0P) ; } 

―<>‖ {yylval = NE;  return(REL0P);} 

―<‖ {yylval =  GT; return(REL0P);)} 

―<=‖ {yylval  =  GE;  return(REL0P);} 

%% 

int installID0() {/* function to install the lexeme, whose first character is pointed to by 

yytext, and whose length is yyleng, into the symbol table and 

return a pointer thereto */ 

int installNum() {/* similar to installID, but puts numerical constants into a separate table */} 

Figure : Lex Program for tokens common tokens 
 
 
 


